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Introduction: 
Post-Normal Climate Science
Werner Krauss, Mike S. Schäfer, and Hans von Storch
This special symposium grew out of a workshop held in Hamburg in
2011 (Krauss and von Storch 2012) and of a long-term interest in cli-
mate research as post-normal science. A decade earlier, Dennis Bray
and Hans von Storch (1999) stated that the management of uncer-
tainty and its extension into the political and social realm make cli-
mate science a case for post-normal science. Interpreting a survey
among German and American climate scientists, they suggested that
scientific policy advice is the result of both scientific knowledge and
normative judgment. 
This special volume demonstrates that this insight is still valid and
of relevance, even though climate science has changed a great deal
over the past decade. For example, consensus among climate scien-
tists on the question of anthropogenic climate change has grown
(Bray 2010), and climate science has matured as a discipline. It has
broadened its empirical basis and elaborated its models (Heffernan
2010); and it has also expanded and welcomed colleagues from more
disciplines that have developed an interest in climate, its develop-
ments and their myriad causes and effects (Dryzek et al. 2011). More-
over, climate science has achieved a more distinct status as a research
field of its own both epistemologically and institutionally (Schützen-
meister 2008). Nonetheless, not everything seems to be normal in cli-
mate science; when we sent out the invitations for our workshop
“Post-Normal Science: The Case of Climate Research,” we received a
huge array of proposals covering epistemological, practical, and po-
litical problems concerning scientific climate research.
Climate scientists do not simply produce objective and uncontested
knowledge for political and economic decision makers; instead, there
are many risks involved in climate communication (Weingart et al.
2000). A notable portion of climate science has become deeply inter-
mingled with non-scientific actors, institutions, and influences, be it
from politics, the economy, interest groups, or the media (Schäfer et
al. 2012). When in 2007, Al Gore and Rajendra Pachauri received the
Nobel Prize for Peace, knowledge derived from climate science was
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becoming to be perceived as an “evangelical” message (Ravetz 2010).
Anthropogenic climate change became a mission for open or stealth
advocates (Pielke 2007), and little room was left for discussing in-
herent uncertainties or the normative assumptions that underlie the 
science–public interaction. Instead, the tendency to silence skeptical
voices increased. The public climate debate turned into an almost
confessional war with its own dynamics between “us” and “them,”
alarmists and skeptics, believers and deniers. Simultaneously, in pol-
icy advice and governance strategies, an epistemic community of cli-
mate experts promoted a model-based, linear understanding of
“science speaks truth to power,” with one voice only (see van der Slu-
jis, this volume). 
The hegemony of this linear model of science communication
was challenged only after a series of events, which turned public at-
tention on surprisingly complex and sometimes messy inner-scientific
dynamics and changed communication between science and the
public (Moser 2010). First, there was the so-called hockey-stick con-
troversy about the graph that shows the average temperature over the
past 1000 years, accompanied by discussions about manipulations in
the peer-review process and rumors about the possible gatekeeping of
prominent scientific journals. This was followed by the scandal about
the illegal hacking of private e-mails from the server of the Climate
Research Unit at East Anglia. E-mails of relevant scientists were inter-
preted as willingly hiding or manipulating data in order to keep the
public alarmed, to use “tricks” behind closed doors and to exclude
skeptical voices from relevant scientific fora (Ryghaug and Skjølsvold
2010). Climate science indeed found itself in an uncomfortable posi-
tion, which could no longer be explained only by attacks from evil-
minded skeptics; instead, the situation challenged its very epistemo-
logical foundations.
Thus, while consensus about the reality of anthropogenic climate
change was growing, as well as the respective media reporting (Rat-
ter et al. 2012; Schäfer et al. 2011), the internal problems were never
really dealt with in climate science. Public trust eroded and the sci-
entific community started to resemble a dysfunctional family. Most of
all, “normal” science and its protagonists lost control over the skepti-
cal debate, which had found and created its own communication fora
in the so-called blogosphere. From the hockey-stick debate to “Cli-
mategate” and ever since, this public communication platform be-
came a powerful and uncontrollable force in the climate debate for
experts and non-experts alike. It was here that skeptics found their fo-
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rum and developed their own climate narrative. And it was on the 
blogosphere, where after more than a decade after the Bray and von
Storch article, Jerry Ravetz interpreted the crisis of climate science in
terms of post-normal science. 
From Normal to Post-Normal Science
Jerry Ravetz made his appearance in the climate debate after he had
read about “Climategate,” which raised his interest because the hacked
e-mails highlighted a debate inside science. In order to understand his
fascination for this case it is important to keep the origins of post-normal
science in mind: Silvio Funtowicz and Jerry Ravetz (1990) developed
it after the explosion of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant and after
the Challenger catastrophe, both technological adventures with a prom-
ise for the future and a deficient risk assessment. This is what Ravetz
saw again in climate science: on the one hand, a missionary attitude
and, on the other hand, a catastrophic uncertainty management.
The current state of climate science deviates significantly from
“normal” science as Kuhn (1962) described it in his seminal book The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Normal science is, in the words of
Ravetz (2010), what “nearly all scientists do all the time, it is puzzle-
solving within an unquestioned framework or paradigm. Issues of un-
certainty and quality are not prominent in ‘normal’ scientific training,
and so they are less easily conceived and managed by its practition-
ers.” Ever since Kuhn it was clear that science has its own history and
sociology. But according to Hulme (2007), the limits of normal sci-
ence are reached with the appliance of science, when scientific
knowledge “can be modified through its interaction with society,” or
“when it rubs up against society.” Science turns post-normal, when
disputes “focus as often on the process of sciences—who gets funded,
who evaluates quality, who has the ear of policy—as on the facts on
science” (Hulme 2007). 
This is clearly the case in climate science, where the current situ-
ation easily fulfills all the four criteria that according to Ravetz and
Funtowicz (1991) define a case of “post-normal science” (PNS): facts
are uncertain; values are in dispute; stakes are high and decisions are
urgent. For Ravetz (2010), it was easy to find all those “loose ends
[that] were unresolved and sometimes unattended”; furthermore, the
strict focus on carbon and on models in the alarmist version of the
“Anthropogenic Carbon-Based Global Warming” left the argument
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vulnerable and made its normative foundation even more visible. At
stake is, according to Ravetz, the reputation of science:
Are we really experiencing Anthropogenic Carbon-based Global Warming?
If the public loses faith in that claim, then the situation of science will be al-
tered for worse. There is very unlikely to be a crucial experience that either
confirms of refutes the claim; the post-normal situation is just too complex.
The consensus is likely to depend on how much trust can still be put in sci-
ence. (Ravetz 2010)
Ravetz reverses the debate in arguing that it is the defenders of
such “Anthropogenic Carbon-Based Global Warming” who put the
credibility of climate science into danger, who started with their evan-
gelical fervor a “war on carbon,” just like the ones before on the “war
on drugs” or the “war on terror.” From this perspective, the dismissal
of critics and their labeling as “deniers” seem like symptoms and the
suspicion of gatekeeping and “pal-review” as defense strategies. Of
course, the latter are mostly accusations made by skeptics, often mix-
ing insecure facts with gossip, but the rumors do not seem to go away.
It is no longer possible to hide uncertainty or “to hide the decline,” as
the most often quoted line from the hacked e-mail exchange goes.
The blogosphere turned out to be an important source of both disclo-
sure and gossip and marks an important extension of what mostly had
been an inner-scientific debate in times of “normal science.” 
Extended Peer Review and the Blogosphere
The climate blogosphere has become a vital part of the climate de-
bate and provides a new link among science, media, and the public
and simultaneously opens up new forms of participation. Jerry Ravetz
made use of one of the most popular skeptical blogs—Whatsupwith-
that (WUWT) run by Anthony Watts—to publish his statement “Cli-
mategate: plausibility and the blogosphere in the post-normal age”
(2010). This blogpost is a manifesto for climate research as post-normal
science: Ravetz uses the informality of the blogosphere to make strong
and provocative arguments in order to initiate a debate about the fu-
ture of climate science. The fact that he published on a skeptical blog
can be read as a statement: not in terms of his attitude toward climate
change, but as a sign of respect for the openness of the debate outside
science. This manifesto had enormous repercussions inside and out-
side of the blogosphere; in the following year, Ravetz organized a
workshop for “reconciliation in the climate debate” in Lisbon, where
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he invited skeptics and mainstream scientists for a debate in the tra-
dition of non-violent communication (Pearce 2011; Traufetter 2011).
Although great differences about the cause and meaning of current
climate change remained, there was no doubt about the extension of
the debate into the public and the role of the blogosphere, with ex-
tended informal peer review as one of its main features.
Extended peer review has also been at the origin of the climate
blogosphere, when, for example, the retired engineer Steve McIntyre
(2006) and others started to review the hockey-stick theory and other
scientific papers. Experts from other fields, educated citizens, and en-
gaged scientists started to make use of blogs to expand the scientific
climate debate beyond the narrow confines of peer-reviewed jour-
nals. Ravetz (2010) sees in this development an opportunity and
makes a suggestion to systematically extend classical peer review to
the blogosphere, whenever it makes sense and is possible: “In tradi-
tional ‘normal’ science, the peer community, performing the func-
tions of quality-assurance and governance, is strictly confined to the
researchers who share the paradigm.” To overcome this situation, he
suggests that in extended peer review, all those affected by the policy
problem will have a right to raise their voice, depending on their ex-
pertise. This is of special importance for the definition of the problem,
the selection of the personnel, including rights of ownership and par-
ticipation: “The theory of Post-Normal Science goes beyond the offi-
cial consensus in recognizing ‘extended facts,’ that might be local
knowledge or values, as well as unofficially obtained information”
(Ravetz 2010).
Climate Research as Post-Normal Science
These developments have repercussions for science itself, for the
practice of scientific publication and peer review (Ravetz 2012). So-
cietal demands will increasingly set the agenda for climate research
in future, and consequently challenge the traditional dominant role of
scientific authority from the outside. This is certainly the view of many
climate scientists themselves, who understand outside interests and
interventions, mainly via research funding, as powerful agents in
shaping and changing climate science itself (Post 2009). A Nature ed-
itorial as a follow-up to our workshop argued that, seen through the
lens of post-normal science, it is indispensable for a successful prac-
tice of climate science to
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embrace the idea that public and stakeholder participation can help to de-
fine research priorities[,] … and that those with direct needs for climate-
related information—businesses, regional planners, government depart-
ments—have a greater say in the kind of services and knowledge that they
expect publicly funded researchers to produce. (Anonymous 2011: 123)
Thus, the Hamburg workshop “Post-Normal Science: The case of
Climate Research” could already rely on previous applications of this
concept and focus on detailed accounts where and how to apply it
most successfully. It was one of the distinct features of this workshop
that it had nothing to do with the usual divide between skeptics and
mainstream scientists; instead, we discussed open questions in cli-
mate science, which are acknowledged across the dividing lines, but
which are nonetheless beyond the boundaries of normal science.
Post-normal science is often misunderstood as an instrument of skep-
tics or a fundamental critique of climate science; far from that, it is a
method and a concept to improve the functioning of climate research
and to make it fit for the challenges climate change will bring to our
societies.
Plan of the Issue 
This special volume centers on three organizing concepts: a) the the-
ory of post-normal science, b) the identification and description of
post-normal situations, and c) the analysis of post-normal practices. 
The contributions we have assembled here aim to review and fur-
ther develop the concept of post-normal science, which since its in-
troduction has seen a series of suggestions for revisions and redefini-
tions. The concept has been subject to critical discussions and met
even strong opposition; quite often, it has been misunderstood, namely
not as analysis of the conditions under which science is taking place,
but as a normative practice of science in society. The issue at hand
aims to ask for concrete examples of the application of post-normal
theory, practices, and situations that indeed help to bring forth a new
understanding of the role and good practice of science. Such consid-
erations are at the heart of Jerome Ravetz’s contribution to this issue.
Being one of the originators of post-normal science, he reflects on the
history and evolution of the concept and clarifies its current state. He
does so in both a general and a very personal way; deliberately choos-
ing the form of an essay to achieve this endeavor, which is so closely
entangled with his own person and career. As a philosopher, his ap-
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proach opens new possibilities to think about and to discuss climate
as one of the most pressing issues, and his considerations serve as a
leitmotif for the other articles.
We have assembled the other articles mostly because they high-
light different manifestations of post-normality in science, and discuss
post-normal responses and actions, using the case of climate science
as a (potential) prime example. Some of these contributions describe
what we label as post-normal situations: occasions with specific times
and spaces in which the more general characteristics of post-normal-
ity are condensed and, thus, highlighted. One situation in which
these characteristics were on full display was the criticism of the UN’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that culminated
in 2010. Set up to “provide comprehensive scientific assessments of
current scientific, technical and socio-economic information world-
wide about the risk of climate change caused by human activity, its
potential environmental and socio-economic consequences, and pos-
sible options for adapting to these consequences or mitigating the ef-
fects” (IPCC 2006), the Panel generally aims to synthesize scientific
findings under political and partly bureaucratic conditions, with a
partly and maybe even largely political target audience. For a long
time, it adhered to the logic of “truth speaks to power,” disqualifying
criticism from non-IPCC actors and scientists—in the terms of its
Chairman Rajendra Pachauri—as “voodoo science” (Booker 2010). In
other words, the IPCC tried to normalize the post-normal situation by
emphasizing scientific authority. When some of the IPCC’s claims
proved to be wrong, however, the panel struggled to adopt a different
stance and, in the process, to regain public trust and credibility. Silke
Beck’s contribution deals explicitly with this case. She shows that the
IPCC dealt with the issue of public trust as a “technical” question, in-
stead of opening up to new forms of interdisciplinary scientific ap-
praisal aimed at wider publics such as those referred to as “extended
peer review.” 
The IPCC case touches on the role of uncertainty and public par-
ticipation in the climate debate and related decision processes. Jeroen
van der Sluijs shows that uncertainty, complexity, and dissent make
climate change hard to tackle with “normal” scientific procedures. In
a post-normal perspective the normal science task of “getting the facts
right” is still regarded as necessary but no longer as fully feasible nor
as sufficient to manage the interface of science and policy. It needs to
be complemented with a task of exploring the relevance of deep 
uncertainty and ignorance that limit our ability to establish objective,
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reliable, and valid facts. In his article “Uncertainty and Dissent in Cli-
mate Risk Assessment: A Post-Normal Perspective,” van der Sluijs ex-
plores the implications of this notion for the climate science policy
interface. He argues that the IPCC adopted a “speaking consensus to
power” approach that sees uncertainty and dissent as multiple, albeit
contradictory knowledge claims that need be mediated into a consen-
sus prior to “speaking to power.” This approach can be distinguished
from other strategies: the “speaking truth to power approach,” seeing
uncertainties as a temporary lack of perfection in the knowledge, and
the “working deliberatively within imperfections” approach, accept-
ing uncertainty and scientific dissent as facts of life (irreducible igno-
rance) of which the policy relevance needs to be explored explicitly.
Van der Sluijs recommends more openness for dissent and explicit re-
flection on ignorance in IPCC process and reporting.
Roger Pielke Jr. highlights another, rather different post-normal
practice: the creation and management of ignorance. In his article
“Post-Normal Science in a German Landscape,” he uses the explo-
ration of the landscape of eastern Germany, close to Leipzig, as an ex-
ample, which has seen profound social, political, and technological
changes over the past several decades. Like many places around the
world, decision makers in eastern Germany are seeking to reach a 
future state where seemingly conflicting outcomes related to the econ-
omy and the environment are simultaneously realized. The manage-
ment of ignorance is an important but often overlooked consideration
in decision making that the concept of “post-normal science” places
into our focus of attention. Pielke also uses the format of an essay,
which perfectly serves the purpose of the meandering ways in which
the dark valley between plan and outcome is crossed; or, to be more
explicit, how a former coal mining area transforms into a post-mod-
ern recreational landscape. 
Werner Krauss and Hans von Storch focus on an institutional
practice that has been established to deal with the post-normal situa-
tion climate science is in; regional climate services that have been es-
tablished as links between science and indigenous or local forms of
knowledge. Regional climate services are set up to manage the inter-
action between information supply and user demands (von Storch et
al. 2011). They provide knowledge needed for designing climate pol-
icy and climate management, but also represent a power factor in the
struggle about other policy goals, ranging from food, travel, energy,
and housing, and even general issues of life style and governance
(Hulme 2009). Conversely, weather and climatic cycles are an issue
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of everyday life and language, loaded with a body of local knowl-
edge. Thus, scientifically constructed knowledge finds itself chal-
lenged by a number of alternative culturally constructed knowledge
claims (von Storch 2009). Based on recent works from the geography
of science, the authors show how “normal,” model-based science
communication on a regional level easily turns out to be another form
of neo-colonialism, as long as local knowledge is seen as only defi-
cient and in need of being replaced by statistical models. Alternatively,
examples from anthropology show that local forms of knowledge are
often times based on detailed observation of the environment, en-
grained in customary practices and deeply rooted in the respective
cultures. At the same time, especially in climatic vulnerable areas,
there is a great interest in additional scientific expertise, which, in
turn, is improved through the empirical data derived from local
knowledge. Positioning itself as a service institution, with the limited
role of offering explanations without deriving political conclusions,
might help to uphold scientific authority as knowledge broker. In this
understanding, “regional climate service” goes beyond the traditional
climate service approach of mostly informing, educating, or other
forms of unidirectional transmission of scientific knowledge; instead,
it draws its legitimacy from the recognition of mutual exchange and
dialogic communication among different forms of knowledge. In do-
ing so, climate science acknowledges the key role of cultural values
in policymaking.
In conclusion, this special symposium clearly demonstrates that
the concept of post-normal science helps to open up scientific dis-
course, to identify complex cultural and political situations, and to
improve and extend the range of practices of an applied science. The
authors of the articles are from diverse disciplines such as philosophy,
climate science, political science, or cultural anthropology; they show
that the climate problem transcends disciplinary boundaries, and that
the openness of post-normal science can serve as a common denom-
inator to bring together approaches from many fields in order to face
the challenges that climate change inevitably will bring.
!
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